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Getting a Job in Finance the Strength of Collaboration Ties Abstract: “Weak ties”, a valuable help for getting a job, are generally work ties. One reason for this feature is not that former colleagues increase one’s information but rather that they value the pursuit of past collaboration. We examine the consequence of collaboration ties hypothesis in the financial industry labor market. In finance, the labor market values the assets that financial operatives take with them from one firm to another, such as knowledge, knowhow and customers. Since assets are to a certain extent shared among co-workers, it is worth hiring business relations, former colleagues or moving in teams: it enables a better transfer of assets such as idiosyncratic working routines, distributed knowledge, or joint customers. To demonstrate our claims we rely on an online survey launched with eFinancialCareers.fr collected in 09/2008 among French financial employees. This questionnaire shows that working at the core of financial markets favors the accumulation of moveable key assets on the one hand and of collaboration ties on the other hand, ie that collaboration ties and moveable key assets are strongly correlated. The moving of key assets, collaboration ties and notably the combination of those two dimensions all increases wages.



Keywords: Labor markets, Networks, Finance, Wages, Economic Sociology. Since the seminal works of Mark Granovetter, Getting a Job (1974) and “The Strength of Weak Ties” (1973), research in social science has been increasingly emphasizing the uniquely informational dimension of networks in job search and job mobility. Theoretically the weak ties versus strong ties argument has been simplified into a more structural approach, with the alternate diversified versus redundant ties, implied by the structural hole argument (Burt 1992). Therefore contacts are viewed mainly, if not exclusively, especially in economic models, as information processors passing on to oneself, at a rate depending on the network structure, new information about job vacancies (Boorman 1975; Montgomery 1992; Ioannides and Datcher Loury 2004). Thus contacts play the benevolent role of job agencies or that of head-hunters providing potential employers and employees with valuable trustworthy information (Finlay and Coverdill 2002; Lin 2001). Nevertheless, empirical research on the value of the informational network provided mixed results (Granovetter 1983, 1995, 2005; Lin 1999; Ioannides and Datcher Loury 2004). Several studies find a correlation between weak ties and job (Yakubovich 2005), final status or wage, but one that often appears to be mediated through a third variable such as the status of the contact (Lin et al 1981; Wegener 1991). Other studies based on a nation-wide sample find no clear relationship between the strength of ties and pay (Bridges and Villemez 1986; Mouw 2003). This overemphasis on information has been also challenged by research that claims that strong ties can also be helpful, for different reasons than weak ties, because strong ties, although providing possibly less original information, might be more likely to support and to influence the decision-makers (Bian 1997; Obukhova 2012). We might have two mechanisms working in parallel, informing weak ties and supporting strong ties, producing a rather undetermined relationship between strength of ties and value of the job. Nevertheless, both approaches are similar in the way they view contacts in the context of changing job. They both fail to link job-searching periods and working periods. The typical situation involves an unemployed person or a



person unhappy at work, who is trying to find a new job and who is asking contacts either for information or for support (or both). In this scenario, contacts, although they may be willing to help, remain more or less indifferent to the firm where an individual will find a job. They give information because giving information is not very costly and they can expect information in return or they are helping someone with whom they have some bond and they can expect some kind of future reciprocity. This type of approach does not enable us to understand why the contact is so often a work contact, such as a former colleague or a former client, who moreover frequently holds in part, if not totally, the power to recruit (Granovetter 1974; Bridges and Villemez 1986; Yakubovich 2005). Work ties such as former colleagues are generally classified as weak ties. This statement is correct if we measure it by emotional intensity, but it can be challenged if we measure it by the amount of time spent when an individual and contact worked together. But classifying work contacts in weak/strong tie terms obscures the fact that work contacts cannot be seen as independent from the object of the quest. In such cases of help as when a former colleague helps to hire a former colleague, what is at stake is nothing less than the pursuit of a fruitful work collaboration. It is therefore not surprising to see that in Bridges and Villemez (1986) the distinction between work and communal ties is more relevant that the classical weak/strong ties in order to explain wages and that its effect is significant at least for an important subsample such as Manager-Professional-Technical workers. The financial industry is a good observatory for studying the impact of collaboration ties. As regards the importance of network and social ties, finance offers the media two conflicting images: one of a world of selfishness and of great solitude, and another of a closed network of closely-bound insiders. A way of reconciling these two views is to see that finance is structured not by strong emotional ties but by highly-structured collaboration ties that studies deem important for success (Roth 2006; Burt 1997). Finance is also a sector where pay and inequalities have been rising tremendously, benefiting from a wage premium that remains unexplained (Philippon, Resheff 2012; Kaplan, Rauh 2010). In previous work (Godechot 2007, 2008a), we argue that those wages were due to financial operatives’ ability to commit a hold-up, that is to threaten efficiently the firm to move the firm’s key assets to a competitor. Within our framework such assets as knowledge, technology and clients are appropriated by financial employees and multiplied by collaboration ties, leading to some spectacular team moves (Godechot 2008a, 2008b). This paper intends to strengthen the theoretical link between moveable assets and collaboration ties and to offer a statistical exploration of its importance based on data from an eFinancialCareers.fr online survey collected in September 2008. The paper is organized as follows. In the initial section, we first develop a theoretical framework that, in finance, links the importance of collaboration ties with the appropriation of key moveable assets. The second section presents the questionnaire on job mobility in the financial industry, and the main variables. We confirm in the third section our hypothesis linking moveable assets and collaboration ties, and those related dimensions to a job position at the core of financial markets and to higher wages. In the final discussion section, we analyze how collaboration ties are related to classical measures of network structure.
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Towards a theory of collaboration ties Weak or work ? It is quite common to link Granovetter’s theory on weak ties (1973) and Getting a job (1974), his study of job search in a Boston suburb. An individual’s different strong ties are very likely to be connected to one another, whereas an individual’s weak ties are more likely to exist in different and relatively unconnected groups. While persons linked by strong ties would share more or less the same information, weak ties on the contrary serve as a bridge between various circles and may provide oneself with new and valuable information. Granovetter relies partly on his 1974 study on contacts in order to establish his general claim explaining that weak ties is a very valuable means to getting jobs. Who are the contacts that are generally involved in Granovetter’s survey? They are mainly work contacts. Although Granovetter does not state explicitly that a proxy of weak ties could be work contacts and that one of strong ties could be family and friends, such a shortcut is suggested. 31% of the contacts are coded “family-social” and 69% “work” relations, among which we find 21% of former teachers, 36% of former employers or supervisors, and 33% of former colleagues (1974, p46). Those work ties seem valuable since they are more likely to be associated with a better salary. Moreover those former colleagues are much more likely than other contacts to become the new employer or the new supervisor (1974, p47). To put it in a nutshell, former colleagues hire former colleagues. The reason for such a feature may be quite different from the weak tie argument. The weak tie argument relies on the value of new information provided at time t by weak ties. If your former supervisor quits, works for another firm and three months later calls you back and invites you to work again for him in his new firm, would we say that it is a weak tie? This “dormant tie” (Levin et al 2011) may not be a strong tie, since this may be quite a lowintensity emotional relationship. But since the working contacts were regular before quitting, the supervisor and the subordinate did already share quite a lot of information on one another, and in this phone call neither the former nor the latter learns much beyond the possibility of working together again. Although it could still be possible to analyze this case according to the information ties model, it is tempting to provide another reason why this type of working ties works: they are collaboration ties. We can talk of collaboration ties when people use ties based on previous work collaboration. A rationale for doing so is that people linked in such enjoy complementarities. They way will produce more together than separately. Complementarities is not referring only to complementarities of skill, as in Kremer’s framework (Kremer 1993), but also to personal complementarities. Two co-workers learn to coordinate, to share work and they only become productive over time. The importance of cooperation, its network conditions (cohesive networks when it is required), and its impact on innovation and performance has been emphasized in many network studies (Podolny and Baron 1997; Hansen et al 2001 ; Uzzi and Spiro 2005) but its link to labor market match making has not been really investigated.
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A reason for collaboration to be effective also on the labor market is that cooperation at work becomes a productive asset that two coworkers may will be willing to preserve. That is why if one moves and has the opportunity of favoring the recruitment of the other, rather than learning at some expense to cooperate with some stranger, he/she will do so. Cooperating with co-workers is quite common and if we were to state this phenomenon alone, for instance on a national sample (Bridges, Villemez 1986), it is likely that it would have rather modest consequences. What we need to do now is to identify a key factor that helps to turn cooperation relations into collaboration ties in the labor market.



Collaboration ties and moveable assets in finance Let us now advance a theoretical model based both on qualitative research into finance (Godechot 2007, 2008a, 2008b) and on existing literature that analyses the factors that actively encourage collaboration ties. Collaboration ties are more likely to be significant when two persons linked together share a common asset, when they organize a division of labor in order to exploit and value this shared asset and when it is possible to move this asset from one firm to another. By moveable asset, we mean productive assets that can be moved from one firm to another outside the scope of classical transaction contracts. Those assets, which move transgresses classical property rights, are more likely to be immaterial ones, less subject to rival appropriation and less protected by property rights legislation. They can be human assets like knowledge, knowhow or routines, electronic assets like algorithms, software, databases, or even computers, and social assets like reputation, contacts and clients. At some point collaboration ties, and especially productive teams, can also be considered as part of moveable assets. But as we try to analyze the condition for the reuse of past collaboration ties in the labor market in relation with some favorable conditions such as other shared assets, we will maintain the distinction between the two notions throughout the paper. Before developing the model, let us give an example of this link. John and Peter are sales-staff working in a derivatives team for Bank A and selling financial products to Mike in firm F. We consider here that the commercial relationship to Mike in firm F is the key moveable asset that one of the seller will partly keeps if he moves to another bank. John and Peter might think of moving together to another bank if the fraction of business they can move together is bigger than the business that is moved if they move separately. In order to understand such phenomenon let us express this dilemma as a very simple combination of five main factors: A the value of the asset, r the rate of return, c the level of complementarity of collective work on the asset, m the movability of this asset, and D the discussion and coordination costs. The individual return of a collective move can be expressed as follows [m.r.A + w – D – T] and compared to that of an individual move [(1- c) m.r.A + w – T], where w is the ordinary labor market wage, and T the ordinary transaction cost1. A financial operative will favor a collective move if its return outperforms the return of an individual move that is if c.m.r.A>D, the return of the marginal fraction of the asset moved through collective move is more important than discussion In order for the model to be coherent, let us add the following constraints: c>=0, 0 
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